National Bad Poetry Day
August 18, 2016

From the Board of Public Utilities
We are a package of credibility.
We provide the City of Cheyenne Water and Wastewater Services
Working 365 days a year, 24 hours a day with purposes
Of providing you with clean drinking water from the tap
And treating wastewater is a stopgap.

It comes at no easy task
Since the water collection starts 180 miles to the west, if you ask.
Between nine dams and reservoirs, and 216 miles of water pipeline galore
Fresh mountain water is delivered to the Sherard’s Water Treatment Plant’s door.
After treating the water there, it’s travels to storage tanks for your consumption
And leaves your house through the sewer pipes is the presumption.

Between pumps and pipes, we take your liquid waste
To be treated at the Dry and Crow Creek Water Reclamation plants, without haste.
As side note to all, flushing garbage and wipes are a disgrace.

Billions of microbes and other disinfecting methodologies
Are our primary use of modern wastewater technologies.
In fact we have recycle water facilities
To support landscape for park and recreational activities.

We strive to provide the best water and wastewater services to Cheyenne
With reliability and quickness, time and again.
Our mission is to ensure our social and environmental responsibilities
Since we are your, Board of Public Utilities.